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One knows that if the Atmosphere in a

Theatre or other Building is kept pleasantly warm,

refreshing and delicately perfumed, Visitors will

appreciate and remember the fact.

The "SALUS" MACHINE will do this

without attracting any attention or requiring any

labour, or any possibility of damage to Visitors'

clothes.

The "SALUS" MACHINE only needs

an Electric Lamp burning and a small quantity

of "SALUS" FLUID poured into the reservoir

about twice each week and it will operate for ever.

This "SALUS" FLUID has a high value

as a Bactericide, containing, as it does, the various

essential oils which have been proved to exercise

an Oxygenous effect upon impure air—and thus,

whilst destroying floating bacilli, restore or recharge

it with Oxygen.

This "SALUS" FLUID is manufactured

at our Works, under the supervision of a

Bacteriologist and highly qualified Chemist, and

it must not be classed with the so-called

" Perfumed Disinfectant Fluids " offered in the

market at present.



DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
in»" lip 1 'un"

Remove outside guard and lift block out of the reservoir.

Fix one of your Lamps (preferably an 8 c.p. Carbon)

in the Lamp holder as shown on pages 2 and 3.

Replace block in reservoir, covering Lamp as page 4.

Next empty contents of bottle into the reservoir and

replace outside guard. Allow Fluid to soak up the block,

connect up by means of Flex and Adaptor or Plug and

switch on current.

The " SALUSVAPA " can be directed to any part

by means of a fan—very Itttle is required at a time to

clean and perfume a large area—therefore, do not leave

the current on continuously.

D^' „ Ço OC Complete with Flex and

1 riCt- ±*>£. Adaptor or Two-pin Plug.

"SALUS" FLUID, 5s. 6d. per pint bottle.


